i-graduate have a proven track record in tracking graduate outcomes and managing
the entire process for you.

The instrument

The benefits of working with i-graduate

The survey aims to contact leavers of universities six months after leaving
to establish what type of employment or further study they are engaged
in. i-graduate can manage this entire process for you. Our graduate
outcomes services have been adopted by over 120 institutions.

We understand. Our experienced team have a proven track record in
managing the whole process.

Save money
We allow you to benefit from economies of scale - we offer competitive
prices and real value for money. You can also fix your budget.
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Save time
Free up your valuable resources and avoid hassle. Your staff can focus on
their core roles.

You can trust us
Using state of the art collection and dissemination methods, we
guarantee confidentiality and ensure results are accurate.

Take advantage of our survey software

About i-graduate

We can minimise survey length through intelligent routing. Also, the survey
can be completed on smart phones and branded with your logo.

i-graduate is the world leader in customer insight for the education
sector. We provide the global benchmark for the student experience.
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Visualise results
Results are provided in ‘interact’, our data visualisation tool, enabling you
to explore and drill down your results using a comprehensive set of filters
including industry, course and study level.

Example interactive deliverables

What were you doing six months after leaving the institution?
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How well did your overall experience in Higher Education:
   
 



  



    

  

 

 

         
 



The Next Step
E-mail info@i-graduate.org
and we’ll put you in touch with your nearest specialist.

www.i-graduate.org

